
CoDA Co-NNections Call Meeting Minutes 

Saturday 10/8/16 11 AM PDT 

Skype 

Andreas will initiate it for those who have Skype 

or 

call in (same Skype call) by phone (617) 500-7550 

Andreas, Don, Geff, Nancy & Resa present  

Antoinette, Beth, Laurel not present 

1. Request Volunteer to take minutes - Andreas volunteered 

2. Note Round Robin order 

3.  Serenity Prayer 

 

4. Elect a new chair - who wants to be chair? 

Andreas - No 

Don - Yes 

Geff - Resigning from the chair position 

Nancy - No 

Resa - Abstain 

 

5. Vote for Don as Chair: 

Andreas - Yes 

Don - Yes 

Geff - Yes 

Nancy - Yes 

Resa - Abstain 

 

6. Elect a new vice-chair - wants to be Vice chair? 

Andreas - No 

Don - Support Geff 

Geff - Willing to be vice chair 

Nancy - Happy to  

Resa - no comment 

 

All members voted Yes for Geff being vice-chair. 

 

7. MiP Liaison: Who wants to be liaison?  



Responsibility is to always show up for the common meeting.  

Andreas - Could do it. 

Nancy - Don't want to do it. 

 

All members voted Yes for Andreas being the MiP Liaison 

 

8. QSR: Do we want to GC this QSR? 

Andreas: No need to GC it. 

Don: Similar annual report, ok to not GC. 

Nancy: OK not to GC it. 

Resa: No comment. 

 

       9. Don clarifies what group conscience is. 

Geff adds a point.  

 

10. Discussion about making a flyer - anybody got graphic skills & willing to help out? 

Resa could do it if given the necessary information, by Saturday the 15th. Thanks Resa! 

 

 

11. Meeting in Print open discussion 

The tab "MiP" on the CoDA website may not be the best - can we change it to "Member in Print" 

instead? 

Congratulations and good vibe all around. 

 

12. Could Resa be a potential editor for MiP? 

Resa IS a new member of MiP! 

WELCOME! 

 

13. General comments on Weekly Readings 

All good. 

 

14. Any other new business? 

Andreas to email two addresses to figure out the Skype account thing with Zach 

No other business 

 

+ Action items: 

 

Resa does a flyer by Sat Oct 15 This is done 

Geff send email to Resa with info This is done 

Geff to check if we can change MiP to Member in Print on the website This is done, answer is no 

Geff to add Resa to the three aliases This is done 

Geff to send archives of readings that are too long for Weekly Readings after next WR call 



Resa to send an email to Andreas and Nancy 

Andreas to contact Zach about the Skype tech stuff 

Geff to forward the meeting notes for website publication This is done 

 

NEXT CALL is on November 12, at 11 AM Pacific Time! 

 

Serenity Prayer 


